Year 5 Home Learning Grid - Autumn 1
Choose one home learning activity to complete each week. You can choose which one to do and in which order you do them. Homework
books will be taken in on a Wednesday so they can be marked, and will be given back out on Thursday. Homework club will be during
Tuesday and Wednesday lunchtimes. For when you have a busy week at home, we have included a Family Week.
All activities should be completed in your homework book to the best of your ability, using your best presentation.
Maths:

English:

If the answer is 60, what could the question

It is 100 years since the birth of Roald Dahl.

Creative:

be?

Create a poster, leaflet or biopic of this

The pagoda is a traditional Japanese building.

+ - x ÷ Try to give examples using all four

significant author, including relevant details

Do some research to find out what they look like

operations. Do at least 10 examples.

about his life. Please don’t just copy from the

and how they were constructed

Internet!

Now present your own one. You could build it

Challenge: Apply to different areas maths

Include a paragraph about your favourite

out of cardboard, lolly sticks, paper, paint one,

eg. The perimeter of a square with sides of

book of his, explaining why.

draw it, use clay etc.

15cm

Challenge: I f you have watched any of the

Consider the colours and details carefully!

50% of 120

films linked to a Roald Dahl book , write a

3/4 of 80

comparison to the story. Is it exactly the
same? What has been changed/omitted? Why
do you think they did that?

Science:

Topic:

Family Week:

Go out into your local environment and find

In the classroom, there is a sheet with common

For when you have a busy weekend.

3 different types of plants and 3 different

Japanese words and the sounds you need to

types of animal. (Try to find 1 tree, 1

be able to construct sentences.

This is free for when you have something

flowering plant, and one plant which

In your homework book, practice writing some

special planned for a weekend, or just feel like

produces berries/ fruit)

of the Japanese words and write the

relaxing! (Remember, you only have one of

Draw a picture of what you found and try

translation underneath. Try to use the sounds

these though!)

to research its scientific name.

to construct words, such as your name.

Write a short paragraph[ about each plant

Just get your parent/ carer to sign to say you

and animal to explain where you found it,

You could use the internet to find out how

and why it is suited to living in that

other words are written - maybe words which

habitat.

interest you, such as sports, character names

Challenge: Find out the Latin name for the

or musical instruments, and have a go at

plant, and write about how that type of

writing them in your homework book.

plant reproduces

have used your free week:
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